REZ 67: MUSIC VIDEO RELEASE
ArtsCan Circle is proud to present REZ 67 a song and music video written, composed and
performed by Indigenous youth in Fort Albany, Ontario. The song title comes from the
government designation assigned to Fort Albany Reservation #67. The up-tempo track is a
poignant reminder of the hardships facing Indigenous youth in far northern communities.

ArtsCan Circle Music Video: “REZ 67” a collaboration with students
from Peetabeck Academy School in Fort Albany
ArtsCan Circle has worked with students from Peetabeck Academy School for several years now and our visits
occur twice a year. The students created the chorus and lyrics for the song in February of 2018 with
singer/songwriter Juulie Rousseau who was there as part of a workshop team. So in partnership with the
School we sent a team back, including Juulie to see if she could continue to develop the lyrics already created
into a full song.
Rez 67 is about the day to day lives of the students and their community. We asked them to share their stories
and it came out in the lyrics that tell the story of life in abusive home environments, drug and alcohol addiction,
lack of clean running water, high food prices and unstable social conditions. Fort Albany had one of the worst
residential schools in history, St Anne’s in its borders, and yet hope and love somehow finds a way through;
and that is the message of the song.
At Artscan Circle we focus on the relationships and the art follows. What followed after two intense days of
writing and working on melodies and chords and two weeks in workshops is a beautiful anthem of hope for Fort
Albany.
REZ 67 is a collaborative project between ArtsCan Circle and world-class artists. They included:
singer/songwriter - Juulie Rousseau, Indigenous singer/songwriter - Niska Napoleon, audio engineer - Noah
Sullivan, programs manager & musician, Glenn Marais, additional instrumentation by Carl Vaudrin and video
production by Indigenous Filmmaker Lindsay Sarazin and assistant director Mathieu Taillefer.
This project was supported by the Slaight Family Foundation and the Ontario Arts Council.

SEE IT HERE: https://vimeo.com/341413058/4932a18b7b

